Impact of routine contrast-enhanced CT on costs and use of hospital resources in patients with acute abdomen. Results of a randomised clinical trial.
To evaluate the costs of treatment and use of hospital resources when comparing routine abdominal CT and selective imaging practice based on clinical assessment in patients with acute abdomen. Altogether 300 patients with acute abdominal pain were randomised to computed tomography (CT, n = 150) or selective imaging practice (SIP, n = 150) groups. Final analysis included 254 patients, 143 in the CT and 111 in the SIP group. All CT group patients underwent contrast-enhanced abdominal CT within 24 h of admission. In the SIP group, imaging was individually tailored based on clinical assessment. The numbers of various examinations and procedures as well as costs of treatment arising from acute abdomen were calculated for each patient. Length of hospital stay was registered. Total treatment cost per patient was 1,202 euros (<euro>) higher in the CT group compared to the SIP group (P = 0.002). The length of hospital stay was 1.2 days longer in the CT group (3.7 vs. 2.5 days, P = 0.010). Routine CT had no impact on ED discharge times. Imaging costs accounted for approximately 10 % of total costs. Routine abdominal CT results in higher treatment costs compared to selective use of imaging in patients with acute abdomen. • CT is widely used almost routinely in the diagnostics of acute abdomen. • Patients with acute abdomen were randomised to routine CT or selective imaging. • The treatment costs were significantly higher in the routine CT group. • Length of hospital stay was longer in the CT group. • Selective use of imaging may help control continuous increases of treatment costs.